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SUITE OF KEY COMPETENCES 

RESOURCES 
O4 

Suite of Key Competences consist the meta-database of the Resources 
collected to satisfy the multicompetences purpose of the ARiS project 
for the re-integration of the long unemployed 35+ into the labor 
market. The Suite of resources are to be presented in an interactive way 
and seeks to satisfy the  multimodal delivery of training to the specific 
target group  
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Foreword 

 Suite of Key Competences Resources  works as a  Resource Pack that is  intended to support   
long unemployed learners 35+  and trainers  involved in re integration to the labor market   
under the  principle " Re start  with update , advanced  competences" The ARiS partnership  
emphasises the key role of  speed  short time learning strategies  compatible to learning 
preferences  and styles  of the  target group and in various learning processes  as a way to foster 
and improve their employability and re integration to the labor market .  
 
Building on exist well defined  and open learning sources , the present Resource  Suite  has been 
conceptually refined and enriched with a vast array of  LEARNING  OVERVIEWS, with more than 
xxxx  resources  from all partners  countries and  languages . It offers a broad descriptive and 
sometimes comparative European and international perspective with the view to broaden the 
learning motivation and understanding of what the 5 Key Competences reflect in terms of skills, 
knowledge and Attitudes. The five modules of the Resource Suite cover a wide range of 
information and dimensions that should be considered in order to improve the employability 
emergency of the target group learners.  
 
The draft version of this Resource Suite is to be piloted in Cyprus and such a way to provide an 
opportunity to gather additional comments and inputs from policy makers, unemployment 
specialists, researchers, trainers, supervisors and learners. The pilot will also strengthen the 
capacities of training insitutions with a view to foster the delivery of flexible, autonomous and 
self directed learning paths by sharing expertise, knowledge and experience.  
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General presentation 
 
The ARiS's   Suite of Key Competences  Resources  strategic objective by elaborating these 
Training Resources  is to contribute to the development of the capacities of  learners 35+  - long 
unemployed - , practitioners and training institutions  in the  adaptation , facilitation and  
implementation of quality-oriented   speed training - self managed  processes and inclusive 
curricula fostering the   opportunities  for  re integration to employment and  successful life 
strategies  .  

The ARiS partnership facilitates access to different experiences and training providers or 
learners themselves in gaining new perspectives on complex workplace needs and demands and 
making informed decisions by exploring the advantages and disadvantages of different options 
in compliance with their own contexts and needs.  
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Introduction 
 
This   Suite of Key Competences Resources has been constructed around a framework of 
concepts and trends that characterise contemporary adult training and employability 
curriculum,.  

For the purposes of this Suite of Key Competences Resources, curriculum can be defined as the 
organization of learning sequences with a view to producing specific, intended learning 
outcomes; and Modules structure is a set of practices aimed at introducing   various paths and 
learning strategies   in search of better achievements. 

The resources contained in this Suite, seek to develop practical & conceptual understandings 
about the following Key Competences: learn to learn, digital skills, entrepreneurship skills, social 
and civic competences, cultural awareness as a dynamic and on-going learning process. It could 
be useful in producing a learning matrix   in approaching the various key Competences respond 
to Modules in a way that highlights their inter-relatedness.  

Resources included herein are elaborated through a series of  learning Overviews  divided in 
concrete  activities / tasks,  to be included in the Training manual, so that the training 
institutions , facilitators or learners on their own  will be able to understand  curriculum 
structure &  processes, taking into consideration: 

x Learning Preferences as indicated from the research their implications for ARiS Modules 
(curriculum) development. 

x Learning Matrix as a complex and dynamic process involving a range of skills and 
outcomes derived by the desired expectation, named employability. 

x The implications of emerging trends in  employability  for: 
o training institutions; 
o Curriculum design for self directed  learning with trainer in role of facilitator or 

mentor ; 
o Time and space allocation; 
o Textbook development; 
o Assessment and evaluation; 
o Train the trainers  Manual  to respond to the  alternative role as facilitators  
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x Processes of Modules (curriculum) implementation and evaluation. 
As the Suite of Key Competences Resources   is designed to be used flexibly in a wide 
range of different contexts, the products and processes identified above could be useful 
in different measures, but they are common to most, if not all, training for the re 
integration to the labour market and further situations related to (job seeking, life 
guidance, web based job hunting, adaptation). 

ARiS Curriculum: Basic Concepts 

ARiS partners  will develop an integrated approach targeting to specific Learning  Outcomes (LO)  
, in the way these LO are  reflected in  the process of acquisition of specific Key Competences ( 
as referred above) . ARis Curriculum is a modular training scheme, which is consisted by 5 
Modules, each one connected to the 5 Key Competences identified. ARiS Curriculum, in 
connection to previous steps done by all partners is in principle, 3 - dimensional because it takes 
into account the learners needs, the content (in terms of specific learning outcomes to be 
reached), a methodology of instruction (strategies, resources, activities)  

Additionally in the basis of the question ' What ARiS Curriculum design should take into account, 
we adopted the following sub-questions/ parts:  

1. Objectives “What should be done?"  

2. Content  " What Subject Matter should be included' 

3. Learning Experience “What Instructional strategies, resources & activities should be 
employed" 

4. Evaluation “What methods and instruments should be used to judge the results of the 
curriculum"( 1) 

 

 

 

 

 
                                                      
1 theoriesofcurriculumdesign.blogspot.com  
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Sources to be employed for the Curriculum Design  

Sources of Curriculum Design derived by science with emphasis on how to learn " Learn to 
Learn', and of the Learners profile and preferences ' with priority to empower learners and 
foster their individual (unique) employability strategy. The same time also Knowledge works 
as source, named as 'what knowledge is most worth ". The socio-political reality also 
influences the design - as ARiS operates within specific social, political & economical 
context.  

The ARiS curriculum is the same time and in priority, experience-centered design (Dewey), 
with priority to learners needs exploration who designs their own knowledge through direct 
participation & active observation. The role of  educators is  limited to the provision of  
Educators potential experiences design ( Lesson Overviews) for learners to consider a radical 
( Freire, Habermas)  way to learn ,named  learn ways to critical learn , accept responsibility  
or 'educating' themselves  in a humanistic environment that allows flexibility and  self 
empowerment.  

The ARiS curriculum is the same time a problem -solving procedure because the content is 
organized in a ways that allows learners to clearly view problem areas related to real life 
situations (Spencer) 

The structure of this Suite of Key Competences Resources   is built around a set of stand-
alone five modules that can be read/ used separately or in relation to each other. 
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STRUCTURE OF SUITE OF KEY COMPETENCES RESOURCES  
 

 

 

 

 

 

ARiS  Learning Modules reflect the content of Learning Resources  in partners language which 
provide adequate information in the respected topic and were  selected under criteria which 
reply to the following questions :  

a) are  readable and understandable  by the learners target group ( 35+) 

b) are accessible, open sources  

c) respond to multi modal ways of learning according to the preferences identified by the 
control group , named self directed, experience related, on site delivered  in a blended learning 
possibility, etc 

d) are connected with the desired Learning Outcomes , which means that are focused in 
achievable performance practically, and   reflected into skills  for employability  

Following these  LOs   is a “Resources” section which contains a list of training  papers and other 
resources referred to in the learning Outcomes .  

 

Modules  
Resources 
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Module 1: LEARNING  TO LEARN  
Learning to learn is the Key Competence where learning " requires an individual to know and 
understand his/her preferred learning strategies, the strengths and weaknesses of his/her skills 
and qualifications, and to be able to search for the education and training opportunities and 
guidance and/or support available'  "The desire to apply prior learning and life experiences and 
the curiosity to look for opportunities to learn and apply learning in a variety of life contexts are 
essential elements of a positive attitude"  
The Module proposes a comprehensive approach to Learn to learn competence development  
Go to module 1  
 

Module 2: DIGITAL  COMPETENCES  
Digital competence requires a sound understanding and knowledge of the nature, role and 
opportunities of IST in everyday contexts: in personal and social life as well as at work. This 
includes main computer 

applications such as word processing, spreadsheets, databases, information storage and 
management, and an understanding of the opportunities and potential risks of the Internet and 
communication via electronic media (email, network tools) for work, leisure, information 
sharing and collaborative networking, learning and research. Individuals should also understand 
how IST can support creativity and innovation, and be aware of issues around the validity and 
reliability of information available and of the legal and ethical principles involved  in the 
interactive use of IST.  
Go to module 2 
 
Module 3: SENSE OF INITIATIVE & ENTREPRENEURESHIP  
Entrepreneurship skills relate to proactive project management (involving, for example the 
ability to plan, organise, manage, lead and delegate, analyse, communicate, debrief, evaluate 
and record), effective representation and negotiation, and the ability to work both as an 
individual and collaboratively in teams. The ability to judge and identify one’s strengths and 
weaknesses, and to assess and take risks as and when warranted, is 
essential. 

Go to module 3 
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Module 4: SOCIAL & CIVIC COMPETENCE 
"..Social competence is linked to personal and social well-being which requires an understanding 
of how individuals can ensure optimum physical and mental health, including as a resource for 
oneself and one’s family and one’s immediate social environment, and knowledge of how a 
healthy lifestyle can contribute to this. For successful interpersonal and social participation it is 
essential to understand the codes of conduct and manners generally accepted in different 
societies and environments (e.g.at work). It is equally important to be aware of basic concepts 
relating to individuals, groups, work organisations, gender equality and non-discrimination, 
society and culture.Understanding the multi-cultural and socioeconomic dimensions of 
European societies and how national cultural identity interacts with the European identity is 
essential.  
Go to Module 4 
 
Module 5: CULTURAL AWARENESS AND EXPRESSION   
" Cultural knowledge includes an awareness of local, national and European cultural heritage 
and their place in the world. It covers a basic knowledge of major cultural works, including 
popular contemporary culture. It is essential to understand the cultural and linguistic diversity in 
Europe and other regions of the world, the need to preserve it and the importance of aesthetic 
factors in daily life... A solid understanding of one’s own 
culture and a sense of identity can be the basis for an open attitude towards and respect for 
diversity of cultural expression. A positive attitude also covers creativity, and the willingness to 
cultivate  aesthetic capacity through artistic selfexpression and participation in cultural life. 
Go to Module 5 
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The Learning Overviews as 
Learning Resources  
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Module 1:  
 
Learning to 
Learn  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
                 
     Introduction  
 
 
 

 

Module entitled "Learn to Learn" is a 
composition of relevant, interrelated 
Lesson Overviews which provide 
information and strategies, targeting to 
the following Learning Skills: 

x to know and understand ones 
preferred learning strategies, the 
strengths and weaknesses of 
his/her skills and qualifications, 

x to be able to search for the 
education and training 
opportunities and guidance 
and/or support available 

x apply learning in a variety of life 
contexts (positive attitude) 

Learning overviews   1 2 3 4 
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 Learning Overviews :  
1. Mind Mapping  
2. Learning Strategies 
3. Time Management  
4. Self Portrait  

                                           Learning Overview        : Mind Mapping       
 

      
 
 
 

 

Short 
Introduction  

A Mind Map can help learners think with 
greater clarity to explore relationships 
between ideas and elements of an argument 
and to generate solutions to problems 
independently of the knowledge or field of 
interest. It puts a new perspective on things by 
allowing ones to see all the relevant issues and 
analyze choices in light of the big picture. It 
also becomes easier to integrate new 
knowledge and organize information logically 
as is not tied to a rigid structure.  

 
 
 
 

 
Tasks  
(indicated) 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 

1 

1. Listen carefully the video presentation by 
visiting the compatible resource here 

2. Create your own Mind map under 

the question "What is my personal learning 

trip to reach self awareness ?” 

3. “How do I make my own choices?” Read 
the compatible resource here 

4. Reflection task: here 
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Learning Overviews :  
1. Mind Mapping  
2. Learning Strategies 
3. Time Management  
4. Self Portrait  

 
Learning Overview        :Learning Strategies       

 
 Short 

Introduction 
Our purpose is to learn and identify the 
different learning strategies: visual, auditory 
and kinesthetic. Learners who are aware of 
their learning styles can be much more 
efficient and therefore improve personal 
outcomes. If you know how you learn best, you 
can find ways and instruments to improve 
learning procedure; making it fun.  
 
Lesson focus Question 
Explore from the strategies below which 
responds to your personal style of learning in 
connection to the field of interest 

 Tasks  
(indicated) 
 

 
 
 
 

2 

Find the Resource under the title Atlas of 
Europe 
x�Read Carefully the Learning Strategies 
x�Explore 2 of the ones described under 
the name "Your time is up" and "Picture 
Frame" 
x�Select the one of the 2 as more 
suitable and explain in a short text as 
follows , " why do you think that this 
Learning Strategy is more suitable for 
your personal learning objectives 
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Learning Overviews :  
1. Mind Mapping  
2. Learning Strategies 
3. Time Management  
4. Self Portrait  

 
Learning Overview        :Time Management        

 
 Short 

Introduction 
Time management refers to all of the practices 
that an individual follows to make better use of 
their time. Such as, being able to identify the 
final target and knowing how to set objectives 
and tasks that will lead to achieving goals. The 
learning overview provides tools, ideas and 
tasks that enforce ones time management/ 
energy management skills. 
 
Lesson focus Question 
I want to organize my personal progress in as 
much quickly and productively as possible: Are 
there any tools that could assist the self-
monitoring of my learning route and goals to 
be achieved? 

 Tasks  
(indicated) 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

3 

We all need a plan, time scheduling way in order 
to reflect upon our wins and monitor our 
progress . Here we can provide you a way 
possible to support you in organizing your efforts 
timely oriented and goal related: 
1. Identify the daily time you want to offer to 
autonomous learning - self directed  
2. Develop a personal needs and style learning 
schedule and put milestones to measure your 
personal progress and change (before viewing 
the video) and then make your own to-do list 
Tools: (Time management application) To-do list  
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Learning Overviews :  
1. Mind Mapping  
2. Learning Strategies 
3. Time Management  
4. Self Portrait  

                Learning Overview        :Self Portrait        
 

  
 
Short 
Introduction 

 
 
A Self portrait describes the personal learning, 
one decides to follow, in order to identify 
current skills through self–assessment, such 
as: self-awareness, self-esteem, status and 
resilience and re-evaluate skills after 
undertaking the activities.  
 
Lesson focus Question 
Am I aware of (my) learning needs in 
connection to (my) the desired learning 
outcomes? 
 

 Tasks  
(indicated) 

 
 
 
 
 
 

4 

Before you ask for a new job position, you 
could: 
a) Visit the link to learn how you can identify 
your skills the current period of time 
b) for better understanding on how to 
manage with the above procedure , please do 
the example provided in the referred page 
c) Fill in the Table below with your strengths 
and weakness > Define the opportunities and 
threats (SWOT analysis ) 
d) Describe your needs in training and your 
strategy to reach the goal 
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Module 2:  
 
Digital 
Competences 
 

 

          
Introduction  
 
 
 

Digital competence requires a sound 
understanding and knowledge of the 
nature, role and opportunities of ICT 
in everyday contexts: in personal and 
social life as well as at work. This 
includes main computer applications 
such as basic skills in ICT (word 
processing, spreadsheets, databases, 
information storage and 
management), basic skills in Internet 
use, social media and basic web site 
developing, moving towards far more 
proficient subjects such as web 
development or the use of quite 
demanding presentation software. 
 
 
Learners   should be provided with  
opportunities to develop knowledge  
and understanding of e-safety and  
acceptable online behaviour.  
 
 
 
 
 
 

Learning overviews       1 2 3 4 
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Learning Overviews :  
1. ICT Skills –Level 1 
2. ICT Skills –Level 2 
3. ICT Skills –Level 3 
4. ICT Skills –Level 4 

 
                                           

 
 

Learning Overview        : ICT Skills- Level 1 

      
 
 
 
 
Explore  
 
 
Express  
 
 
Exchange  
 
Evaluate 
 
Exhibit   
 

 

Short 
Introduction  
 
 

At the 1st ARIS level  of Digital Skills learners 
should be able  to :  
find and select information from a  
given digital source; 
explore and interact with a digital  
device or environment such as 
+ Microsoft Word – Creating documents 
+ Microsoft Excel – Creating spreadsheets 
+ Using the Internet and email 
 
express ideas by creating pictures  
and composing text or adding own  
voiceover. 
know that digital methods can be used to 
communicate. 
talk about their work. 
 
Print their work   

 
 
 
 

Tasks  
(indicated) 

 

 
 
 
  

 
1 

1. By following this link, you can get started on basic 
computer skills or just learn some basic computer 
information 
2. If you want to know how you can create an email 
account and send emails you can follow this link  
3. If you want to know how to use a word processor 
you can follow this link  
4. Lastly, for basic excel skills you can follow this link  

9 The links refer to 
Microsoft office xp 
software which 
might be different 
from what you have, 
but still the 
differences are not 
huge between 
similar software so 
it will still be useful 
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Learning Overviews :  
1. ICT Skills –Level 1 
2. ICT Skills –Level 2 
3. ICT Skills –Level 3 
4. ICT Skills –Level 4 

 
                                           

 
 

Learning Overview        : ICT Skills- Level 2 

      
 
 
 
 
Explore  
 
 
Express  
 
 
Exchange  
 
Evaluate 
 
Exhibit   
 

 

Short 
Introduction  
 
 

The learners should become able to :  
find, select and use information from a 
given digital source; 
carry out a series of instructions using a 
digital device or environment on the level of  
+ Microsoft PowerPoint – Creating 
presentations 
+ Microsoft Access – Creating databases 
+ Security for IT Users 
 
 identify and talk about ways of 
communicating digitally. 
 
talk about how to improve theirwork. 
  
 

 
 
 
 

Tasks  
(indicated) 

 

 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 

2 

1. An important part of using the internet is being 
aware of potential dangers, so if you want to learn a 
little more about that, you can visit this link 
2. Continuing with basic office software, next in line 
is presentations. For the sake of this task we will 
use a tutorial concerning the xp version of ms 
powerpoint  
3. Lastly, to learn some basics on creating 
databases you can go here for ms access xp  

 

9 You might have 
another software, 
so in that case you 
can visit this link 
and find the one 
that you have  or 
see our list for 
more resources 
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Learning Overviews :  
1. ICT Skills –Level 1 
2. ICT Skills –Level 2 
3. ICT Skills –Level 3 
4. ICT Skills –Level 4 

 
                                           

 
 

Learning Overview        : ICT Skills- Level 3 

      
 
 
 
 
 
- Revision of existing knowledge 
could be useful concerning ICT 
skills for business. Try: 
• creating and storing files 
using different packages 
including word processing, 
spreadsheet, database and 
presentation software  
• communicating effectively 
using email  
• searching the internet 
efficiently for information. 
 
 

 
Short 
Introduction  
 
 

For the more advanced Learner: 
– Fields to be explored on Web page 
creation  
• developing key knowledge about 
planning and creating multimedia 
websites  
• developing the skills to plan, design 
and implement a simple website using 
appropriate software  
• understanding common concepts 
and features relating to the creation of 
web pages, web page formatting and 
website structure  
• formatting pages and creating 
hyperlinks. 
 

 
 
 
 

Tasks  
(indicated) 

 

 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 

3 

1. To get started in website design basics 
you can visit this site. It has many 
information on how to get started and 
some programming basics in order to get 
started and get an idea. 
2. You can also try creating a website 
through some platforms that don’t require 
huge previous knowledge. Some of these 
websites are wordpress and weebly.  

. 
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Learning Overviews :  
1. ICT Skills –Level 1 
2. ICT Skills –Level 2 
3. ICT Skills –Level 3 
4. ICT Skills –Level 4 

 
                                           

 
 

Learning Overview        : ICT Skills- Level 4 

      
 
 
 
- Revision of existing knowledge 
could be useful concerning ICT 
skills for business. Try: 
• creating and storing files 
using different packages 
including word processing, 
spreadsheet, database and 
presentation software  
• communicating effectively 
using email  
• searching the internet 
efficiently for information. 
 
 

 
Short 
Introduction  
 
 

The 4th Level responds to the 
following abilities of the learners :  
research, select, edit and use  
assets from a range of digital  
sources; 
investigate and solve problems in  
a digital environment through the 
following 
x Managing ICT Projects   
x Communications and Networks  
x Using Multimedia Software  
x Using Spreadsheet Software  
x Customizing Applications  
x Web Management  
x Programming 
 

 
 
 
 

Tasks  
(indicated) 

 

 
 
 
  

4 

Let’s start with some basic programming. 

1. Visit the one of the following sites either code.org 
or codecademy.com 

2. Browse their respective pages and find what is 
more appropriate to you. 

3. Start with programming according to guidelines of 
each project. 

4. Create your first basic program. 

 

9 In this level you actually 
possess the required 
knowledge and 
experience to tackle 
several issues and know 
where you want to go. So 
you can visit our 
resources list on digital 
skills to search and find 
what you want.  
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Module 3 :  
 

Civic & Social 
Competences  
 
 
 

               
  
 
 
 
Introduction  
 
 
 

 
 
 
Social competence is linked to personal and 
social well-being, which requires 
understanding on how individuals can ensure 
optimum physical and mental health, 
including as a resource for oneself and one’s 
family and one’s immediate social 
environment, and knowledge of how a 
healthy lifestyle can contribute to this. For 
successful interpersonal and social 
participation it is essential to understand the 
codes of conduct and manners generally 
accepted in different societies and 
environments (e.g.at work). It is equally 
important to be aware of basic concepts 
relating to individuals, groups, work 
organizations, gender equality and non-
discrimination, society and culture. 
Understanding the multi-cultural and 
socioeconomic dimensions of European 
societies and how national cultural identity 
interacts with the European identity is 
essential.  
 

Learning overviews   1 2 3 4 
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  Learning Overviews :  
1. Healthy Lifestyles   
2. Empahty 
3. European ID 
4. Reflection 

                             Learning Overview        : Healthy Lifestyle 

      
 
 
 

 
Short 
Introduction  

Healthy lifestyle is closely related to wellness. 
Wellness refers to a fine balance of the mind-
body and spirit that would result in a person’s 
overall feeling of well being. It is an 
integration of physical, intellectual, emotional, 
spiritual, social, environmental and 
occupational aspects of life. It is commonly 
conceptualized in the following  
7 dimensions 
 
Lesson focus Question 
What is the concept of Wellness about? Is 
related to more than 1 dimension or is more 
than one factor dependent? 
 

 
 
 
 

Tasks  
(indicated) 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 

1 

Please visit the correspondent resource 
where is explained what the wellness in 
global practice is related to: 7 dimensions 
a) Develop your own picture of wellness 
b) Make your mind up what changes to do in 
order to reach a higher level of wellbeing 
c) Visit here and organize your own reflection 
templates for the 7 dimensions of wellness in 
connection to challenges be provided 
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Learning Overviews :  
5. Healthy Lifestyles   
6. Empahty 
7. European ID 
8. Reflection 

 Learning Overview        :Empathy  
 

 Short 
Introduction 

The learning overview aims to foster  empathy 
as an important element  of  personal 
development  because  it helps to resolve 
conflicts and improve the connection 
between each other. Furthermore it leads to a 
broader awareness and more openness to 
new insights.  Empathy is a building block for a 
better society.The main goal of this learning 
overview is that the learners can apply the 
learning materials  and resources  in real life 
situations to be able to be empathic with 
themselves as with others.  
 
Lesson focus Question 
Can I become self aware about the level of 
empathy I do have or should apply in daily 
communication or work place cooperation? 
 

 Tasks  
(indicated) 
 

 
 
 
 
TO BE COMPLETED BY EACH PARTNER IN OWN 
LANGUAGE  
 
 
 

2 

Visit the Resource 'Culture of Empathy' and 
a) read carefully to see the meaning of the 
concepts empathy and compassion 
b) Extract the questionnaire of the document 
(p.34) and make your self assessment as 
reflection strategy 
c) do the exercise from the resource (p.40) 
Enclosure 6: Hand-out 2 
Exercise to practice accurate listening -> here 
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Learning Overviews :  
1. Healthy Lifestyles   
2. Empahty 
3. European ID 
4. Reflection 

 
Learning Overview        : European ID  

 
 Short 

Introduction 
The learning overview provides a mapping of 
european values through videos and 
alternative teaching/ learning materials in 
order to facilitate the learners  become aware 
of the core elements that consist the 
multicultural and diverse Europe and such a 
way to become more flexible in their 
communication with rest of Europe 
 
Lesson focus Question 
What does it mean to be European in a 
multicultural, diverse  Europe? 
 

 Tasks  
(indicated) 
 

 
 
 
 
TO BE COMPLETED BY EACH PARTNER IN OWN 
LANGUAGE  
 
 

3 

Visit the Resources related to MODULE 3 
a) View the video related to Society of several 
countries via Atlas of European Values 
b) explore similarites or challenges around the 
field of your interest : work - daily life, housing, 
etc 
c) make use of the teaching material provided 
on the right and make your exercise by 
selecting the strategy you like more 
d) see what the services you are offered by the 
EU by getting into TVPARLIAMENT - in your 
own language 
e) stay connected to become aware of several 
opportunities given 
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Learning Overviews :  
1. Healthy Lifestyles   
2. Empahty 
3. European ID 
4. Reflection 

 
Learning Overview        : Reflection  

 
 Short 

Introduction 

The learning overview provides resources to enable 
adult learners to understand the value of reflection as 
part of the learning process. Reflecting on one’s own 
experiences is a valuable skill. Reflection helps learners 
to:  

x Understand what they already know 
(individual) 

x Identify what they need to know (contextual) 
x Make sense of new information (relational) 
x Guide choices for further learning 

(developmental) 
 
Lesson focus Question 
How to become a reflective learner? 
 

 Tasks  
(indicated) 
 

 
1. Learn about reflective practice through 

the correspondent resource 
(attachements) 

2. You will now be presented with a set of 
questions (audio form or written form) 

3. You are called to visualize what you 
hear/read in any way that is more 
appropriate to you 

4. After you have finished, read this 
document and try to answer those 
questions by yourself. 

You can always go back and repeat the 
process any way you want and try to spot the 
differences each time. 

 

4 
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Module 4:  
 
Sense of Initiative 
and 
Entrepreneurship 

 

 

   
Introduction  
 
 
 

Entrepreneurship skills relate to 
proactive project management 
(involving, for example the ability to 
plan, organise, manage, lead and 
delegate, analyse, communicate, 
debrief, evaluate and record). The 
ability to judge and identify one’s 
strengths and weaknesses, and to 
assess and take risks as and when 
warranted, is essential, through 
developing effective representation 
and negotiation Skills (Negotiation 
Skills), Effective Team working skills 
and Leadership & risk management 
skills. 

Learning overviews   1 2 3 4 
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 Learning Overviews :  
1. Negotiation Skills   
2. Business Studies  
3. Team Building  
4. Risk Management  

                                           Learning Overview        : Negotiation Skills  
      
 
 
 

 
Short 
Introduction  

Through this learning Overview, the learners 
will learn to:  

x Understand the basic types of negotiation, 
the phases of negotiation, and the skills 
needed for successful negotiating,  

x Understand and apply basic negotiating 
concepts: f.e WATNA,BATNA,WAP,and ZOPA 

x Lay the groundwork for negotiation 
x Understand how to reach consensus and set 

the terms  of agreement 
x Use the negotiating process to solve 

everyday problems 

 
 
 
 

Tasks  
(indicated) 

 

 
 
 
 
TO BE COMPLETED BY EACH PARTNER IN OWN 
LANGUAGE  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

1 

1. Visit the Resource Negotiation: An  
Introduction [“Skills you need"] and after 
reading the text, write in a paper the stages of a 
Negotiation strategy  
2. Open the Handbook (see attached the 
pdf)the one corresponds to the link Negotiation 
Skills and read the diverse negotiation 
strategies and correspondent outcomes  
3.Clarify in a Table the advantages of a win-win 
approach 
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Learning Overviews :  
1. Negotiation Skills   
2. Business Studies 
3. Team Building  
4. Risk Management  

 
Learning Overview        :Business Studies       

 
 Short 

Introduction 
The learning overview will provide information, 
practices and various resources that can facilitate 
ones basic skills in the application of business 
management thinking processes: 
1. Strategy 
2. Marketing 
3. Financial analysis 
 
Lesson focus Question 
What are the essential Business skills for personal 
success? 

 Tasks  
(indicated) 
 

 
 
 
 
TO BE COMPLETED BY EACH PARTNER IN OWN LANGUAGE  
 
 

2 

1. Visit the resource entitled ESP - Entrpereneurial 
Skills Pass and get into courses  
2. Select the course you are more curious about 
and  
    a) enroll by choosing one of the 3 options  
    b) join the course Units as indicated in the left 
column  
    c) by the end of the course you are ready to 
receive your Certificate of Completion  
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Learning Overviews :  
1. Negotiation Skills   
2. Business Studies 
3. Team Building  
4. Risk Management  

 
Learning Overview        :Team Building        

 
 Short 

Introduction 
The learning overview provides strategies and 
resources to learners in order to:   

x understand the Leadership models  
x what team dynamic means and how to 

manage develop skills of tam working  
x how to identify roles and tasks among 

a work team 
x information sharing 
x group learning 
x emotional intelligence  
x effective communication   

Lesson focus Question 
What Skills I need to built an effective working 
Team? 
 

 Tasks  
(indicated) 
 

 
 
 
 
TO BE COMPLETED BY EACH PARTNER IN OWN 
LANGUAGE  
 
 
 
 
 
 

3 

1. Visit the Resource Daiss2 (Selfawareness) 
and download the Working in Teams.pdf to 
reflect on Team working principles as provided 
within the text. 
2. Read the source "Related to others" and 
write a short text as self reflection based on 
the information-guidelines as provided 
3. Read the leadership and Management Style 
and try to find your own inner self awareness 
approach 
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Learning Overviews :  
1. Negotiation Skills   
2. Business Studies 
3. Team Building  
4. Risk Management  

 
       Learning Overview        :Risk Management        

 
  

 
Short 
Introduction 

 

The learning overview provides basic information 
on concepts, practices and easy drive techniques to 
one seek to know  

x What enterprise risk management (ERM) 
means.  

x Define, identify and evaluate operational 
risks.  

x Describe and apply quantitative and 
qualitative methods for assessing risk.  

x Describe and apply the components of an 
effective economic capital model 

 
Lesson focus Question 
How can I be proactive in order to reduce risk in my 
own business start up? 
 

 Tasks  
(indicated) 

 
 
 
 
TO BE COMPLETED BY EACH PARTNER IN OWN LANGUAGE  
 
 

4 

1.Read carefully what risk management means 
asconcept 
2.Visit the Resource 'risk management' and 
reflecton criteria as provided in the 
Template_Checklist 
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Module 5:  
Cultural 
Awareness 
and Expression 
 
 
 

               
  
 
Introduction  
 
 
 

 
Cultural knowledge includes an awareness of 
local, national and European cultural heritage and 
their place in the world. It covers a basic 
knowledge of major cultural works, including 
popular contemporary culture. It is essential to 
understand the cultural and linguistic diversity in 
Europe and other regions of the world, the need 
to preserve it and the importance of aesthetic 
factors in daily life... A solid understanding of 
one’s own culture and a sense of identity can be 
the basis for an open attitude towards and 
respect for diversity of cultural expression. A 
positive attitude also covers creativity, and the 
willingness to cultivate aesthetic capacity through 
artistic self-expression and participation in 
cultural life.  
 
 

Learning overviews   1 2 3 4 
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 Learning Overviews :  
1. Art and Communication   
2. Multicultural Values 
3. Community Projects 
4. Art and Cultural Expression 

                 Learning Overview        : Art and Communication 
      
 
 
 

 
Short 
Introduction  

This learning overview will provide techniques 
and information to assist the reading of Art 
(film, painting, etc) in such a way that supports 
one’s intercultural understanding and symbolic 
communication along with the understanding of 
other cultures. 

Lesson focus Question 
What is the importance  of Viewing  a Film or 
visiting a Museum and such away to become 
multicultural and more effective in a  diverse 
environment -?  
 

 
 
 
 

Tasks  
(indicated) 

 

 
 
 
TO BE COMPLETED BY EACH PARTNER IN OWN 
LANGUAGE  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

1 

1. Visit the site Voluntary Arts (audio) and get 
inspired (ARiS Recourses Suite available). Write a 
short text on how you personally could benefit 
from such an involvement in the broader area of 
you community and reflect on values gain though 
 
2. Visit keyConet Resource and view the video. 
After viewing, reflect what you have learnt 
through critical viewing a Video (film viewing for 
communication other cultures) 
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Learning Overviews :  
1. Art and Communication   
2. Multicultural Values 
3. Community Projects 
4. Art and Cultural Expression 

                 Learning Overview        : Multicultural values 
      
 
 
 

 
Short 
Introduction  

 
This learning overview contains essential 
material relating to multiculturalism at the 
individual level, together with an exploration of 
the concept of intercultural understanding, 
Practical strategies and techniques to enhance 
diversity awareness. Material that can be used 
to develop multicultural competencies in a 
proactive way. Understanding a culture, even 
one’s own, is not to be taken for granted.  
Lesson focus Question 
Get into reading the levels of ones' culture : 
reflecting own values and collective imaginary 
 

 
 
 
 

Tasks  
(indicated) 

 

 
 
TO BE COMPLETED BY EACH PARTNER IN OWN 
LANGUAGE  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

2 

In this section the differences 

between 'surface culture' 

(spoken and written 

language, symbolic aspects 

such as religion, art and law) 

and 'deep culture' (a shared 

sub-consciousness) are 

explored. 

Also: 

9 View videos connecting with a 

special issue f.e the meaning 

of religious places 

9 Reflect by using the link here   

 

Visit the Atlas of European Values. Select field and country 
you would like to visit or develop work relations (as 
migrant). Follow the docs: 

x Certain views on immigrants? 1 
x Certain views on immigrants? 2 
x Certain views on immigrants? 3 
x What aspects make a country less tolerant? 
x Europeans towards foreign workers? 
x Is Europe a place where people are tolerant of the 

differences of their neighbors? 
x What do Europeans think are important 

components of democracy? 
x What is Fethiye’s problem? 
x Europe on scientific advances 
x Europe on neighbors’ behaviours, living styles, 

ethnic background, religion etc.? 
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Learning Overviews :  
1. Art and Communication   
2. Multicultural Values 
3. Community Projects 
4. Art and Cultural Expression 

                 Learning Overview        : Community Projects 
      
 
 
 

 
Short 
Introduction  

 

This learning overview will provide tools and 
strategies to learners who are interested to 
develop intercultural competences and get 
involved in community actions  

Lesson focus Question 
- 

 
 
 
 

 
Tasks  
(indicated) 

 

 
 

1. Read the powerpoint presentation found 
in this link 

2. After you have understood some basic 
concepts and ideas you can visit the 
tools provided. 

3. Take some time to read them and try to 
understand the concepts and ideas 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

3 
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Learning Overviews :  
1. Art and Communication   
2. Multicultural Values 
3. Community Projects 
4. Art and Cultural Expression 

                 Learning Overview        : Art and Cultural Expression 
      
 
 
 

 
Short 
Introduction  

 
This learning overview contains essential 
material related to multiple art expressions. In 
this way the learners will become able to 
express their creativity and communicate with 
others through art "language". 
   
Lesson focus Question 
Search for creativity 
 

 
 
 
 

Tasks  
(indicated) 

 

 
 
TO BE COMPLETED BY EACH PARTNER IN OWN 
LANGUAGE  
 
New resource: Art and expression practices 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

4 

1. Visit the Recourse INSART - CATALOGUE OF 
ARTWORKS (view the attached pdf)  
2. Get into page 6 and review the principles of the 
different art expressions  
3. Watch the videos and reflect on personal 
impressions afterwards 
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Guidelines for Educators as ARIS Lesson Overviews providers 
and facilitators. 

The Modules already been described consist a learning scheme with main target , the 
enhancing of  employability of the learners  through the development of 5 key 
competences already analyzed( see above) .  

Most of the learners in the age of 35+ unemployed express their willingness to re insert 
in labor market much more confident and with advanced skills . They also need to reach 
this target as quickly as possible in order to accelerate their potential improvement and 
become employable.  

 

The didactic and learning approach indicated within ARIS learning matrix  reflects the 
possible choices and preferences defined by the  learners target group as following:  

1. On line education : It is possible to gain advantage  of the ARIS  learning courses by 
registers to the ARIS e-platform and navigation to the Learning Suite of Competences.  

2. Blended Learning: BL is the main approach adopted as allows both of the strategies : 
on line and face to face combined in  a comprehensive strategy accessible and 
customized to each learner needs. The Institutions  should facilitate the individuals 
learning routes in order they manage to organize their personal learning plans based on 
ARIS recourses and Learning Plans,  time and outcome oriented. Additionally any job 
consultation is to be provided to advance the employability , named CV writing, career 
management, etc  

3.Face to face :   The ARIS partners proceed in  structuring  short  Introductory Lesson 
Overviews  - 1  for each of the 5 MODULES as a whole -  for  assisting  learners to get 
into the process smoothly under the mentoring/ consultation of Adult Educators . Each 
of these Introductory Lesson Overviews work as Lesson Plans  targeting to speed wins  
and  learning performance ( outcomes). In specific: 
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For  Educators:  

 1. works s Tool  for articulating  Team based  or Individual based Courses  targeting to  5 
KC  defined.  

2. Provides a  Big Picture of each Module in terms of What is to be  learnt and be 
achieved  ( knowledge, skills and Attitudes ) which  should be acquired  by the learners  
if systematically  responds to Activities indicated as obligatory  

To Learners  

3. Provides  Templates  of Activities  to facilitate  the Learners in applying practically the 
new knowledge and skills   

4. Provides Tools and Techniques for keeping the learners   Motivation to learn  active  ( 
theories and adult learning strategies  

5. To familiarize  learners with  various systems of alternative  Recognition of  non 
formal learning outcomes, like : MOZILLA OB , CREDLY , EDGE OB ,etc  

 

Each one of the Introductory Lesson Plans for Educators are consisted  of  the following 
elements : 

1. Objectives “What should be done?"  

2. Content  " What Subject Matter should be included' 

3. Learning Experience “What Instructional strategies, resources & activities should be 
employed" 

4. Evaluation “What methods and instruments should be used to judge the results of the 
ARIS courses curriculum"( 2) 

                                                      
2 theoriesofcurriculumdesign.blogspot.com  
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DIGITAL COMPETENCIES  
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SENSE OF INITIATIVE & ENTREPRENEURSHIP 
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INTRODUCTORY LESSON OVERVIEW                                        

  

FOR  04 
GUIDE QUESTIONS  METHODOLOGY AND ACTIVITIES  
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 The Module entitled “Cultural Awareness & Expression" responds to the emerging labor 
market conditions which identify the intercultural competence as one of the essential and 
dynamic personal skills. In specific, it is important for the learners to advance their 
communicative skills, their level of empathy of being member of a multicultural society, 
and also to be able to express their cultural awareness and aesthetic education which 
reflects the knowledge of art, popular or abstractive additionally to their active 
participation in collective (community) cultural events and celebrations. 

CULTURAL AWARENESS & EXPRESSION 

          

                               

  

FOR  

FOR EDUCATORS                                          

  

FOR  

INTRODUCTORY LESSON OVERVIEW                                        

  

FOR  05 
GUIDE QUESTIONS  METHODOLOGY AND ACTIVITIES  


